When talking to the baby while changing say words starting with that child’s name e.g. '_Bobby, baby, beautiful or Charlie, chum, chest

Have a feely bag hung up on a hook or on a high shelf with items in it beginning with the same initial sound. Show the objects one at a time singing ‘What have we got in the box today? Emphasis the initial sound e.g. b-b-b-bib, b-b-b-bottle

When a baby is babbling show them themselves in the mirror so they can see themselves making sounds
Hide objects in a chancing bag and reveal to the child by them being invited to take one out at a time as the nappy is being changed. Encourage them to name the objects as they find them.

**Clothes tongue twisters**
Grown ups make up silly alliteration phrases that make great silly tongue twisters - e.g. silly sock sitting still, white wipes wipe well.

Chant alien names using simple cut out puppets. Do peek a boo activities with Fig Fog Fum Feeeee.